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Academia is attempting to resolve the issues surrounding 6G, but a deficiency of mmWave-capable components could delay the 
next leap forward in wireless communications

While the rollout of 5G is still in its infancy, bleeding-edge research around the world is now heavily focused on solving 
a significant problem that is expected to arise within the next few years. Antenna-to-antenna links or the “backhaul of 
the network” are essentially limited to frequencies under 100 GHz. However, experts are predicting that by around 2025 
these lower frequencies, under 80 GHz, will no longer be enough to support the evolution of 5G or 5G plus, especially 
within densely populated areas. 

“For 5G networks, at some point, every user will expect to have at least 1 GB/s or higher,” says Dr. Guillaume Ducournau. 
“So, if you’re running 5G in a crowded place, like a commercial center or a big city, we have to be able to manage the 
huge data rates at the antenna collecting point.”

Dr. Ducournau is a professor at Université de Lille in France and a top academic researcher in THz communications. He 
has authored over 100 peer-reviewed papers published in international journals and developed several experimental 
setups dedicated to the characterization of THz devices for communications in the Lille THz communication cluster.

“Currently there is a dearth of components capable of operating in excess of 100 GHz and then even fewer when you 
push into the THz regime where 6G is expected to excel,” continues Dr. Ducournau. “So, unless the industry can come 
up with better components the problem is going to grow exponentially.”

6G is not yet a functioning technology but will deliver data rates that are 100 times faster than 5G and shift from pri-
marily connecting people and things to connecting intelligence. Connected Robotic and Autonomous Systems (CRAS), 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), artificial intelligence, and even remote robotic surgery. However, without resolving 
the issue of working at millimeter wave (mmWave) and THz frequencies, 6G could be greatly delayed.

“There is an urgent need right now to develop components, devices, testbeds, and concepts to operate at higher fre-
quencies because, by 2030 or so, 6G will require these things,” says Dr. Ducournau. 

Pushing towards THz components
The issue with creating components at frequencies above 100 GHz comes down to physics. 
As you move up the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum the wavelengths get shorter. In fact, at a frequency of 300 GHz, the 
wavelength shrinks to just one millimeter. At these higher frequencies, the constituent parts are tiny and even small 
alignment errors can significantly degrade performance.

At such a small-scale, available power and device power handling become a big challenge. Therefore, components at 
these frequencies must operate with exceptionally low insertion loss and extremely high performance to allow engi-
neers to develop effective signal chains.

In addition to sufficient device power handling, high isolation between active components becomes of critical impor-
tance to minimize signal degradation and potential device destruction from signal reflections between components. 

Top Research Institutions 
Try to Unlock 6G
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For example, Faraday rotation isolators – more commonly 
referred to simply as isolators – are two-port components 
that allow EM signals to pass in one direction but absorb 
them in the opposite direction. Isolators are often used 
in communication systems because they do a good job of 
suppressing standing waves. 

“Isolators have low insertion loss within the microwave 
bands, but at mm-wave frequencies, where we were 
working at, the loss becomes increasingly problematic,” 
explains Dr. Ducournau. 

A boost for mmWave components
“After doing significant research a few years ago, I discov-
ered NASA had awarded a project to Micro Harmonics to 
develop mmWave isolators all the way to 300 GHz, and 
they showed very good performance,” recalls Dr. Ducour-
nau. “I immediately called them up.”

Micro Harmonics Corporation (www.MicroHarmonics.
com) specializes in components for mmWave applications 
and successfully developed an advanced line of commer-
cial off- the-shelf (COTS) circulators, isolators, and hybrid 
circulators, many of which can operate well into the THz 
regime.

Professor Ducournau selected an isolator that operates 
with WR-3.4 (220-325 GHz) and features a large usable 

bandwidth of dozens of GHz on either side of the center 
frequency. 

“This allowed us to get the first-ever device characteriza-
tion of a low noise amplifier operating at 300 GHz,” states 
Dr. Ducournau. 

His research team successfully characterized the noise 
floor (NF) along with the IP3 and IP5 of the amplifier, which 
are measurements of nonlinear frequency performance.

In addition to isolators, “there’s also a need for circulators 
at these very high frequencies,” explains Dr. Ducournau. 
“Circulators form part of the core system for communica-
tion applications but also for radar. Having these available 
could be a big boost for system implementation of early 
prototypes.”

For example, a new hybrid circulator recently developed 
operates in the 100+ GHz range which will be crucial to 
solving many of the 6G bottlenecks within the backhaul of 
the network. 

The hybrid circulator has a much larger working band-
width from 150 GHz to 190 GHz. The current state-of-the-
art Y-junction circulator has a bandwidth of only a few GHz 
at these frequencies. The bandwidths required for 6G are 
not remotely possible using a Y-junction approach. 

http://clickmetertracking.com/maxusa
http://www.microharmonics.com/
http://www.microharmonics.com/
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MODELS PHASE VOLTAGE SPD TYPE AGENCY ENCLOSURE MAX SURGE

 ICM530 3-PHASE DELTA 240VAC  or  WYE 120/208VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM531 3-PHASE DELTA 480VAC  or  WYE 277/480VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM532 3-PHASE DELTA 600VAC  or  WYE 347/600VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

ICM533 3-PHASE DELTA HIGH-LEG 120/240VAC TYPE 1 & TYPE 2 UL LISTED NEMA 4X RATED 150,000 AMP

“Looking at the D-band development for backhauling, such 
devices would be very useful as duplex links targeted in 
such applications,” says Prof. Ducournau.

A small footprint
Simply attaining higher frequencies is not the only con-
sideration when moving new research from the lab to 
commercial production. An overriding theme in commer-
cialization is the drive to reduce the size, weight, power, 
and cost (SWaP-C) of components.

Minimizing the size and weight of mmWave components 
is especially important in today’s wireless applications. 
A standard traditional-style isolator in the WR10 band is 
about 3 inches long, with a cylindrical section in the center 
that’s about 1.3 inches in diameter. While that may seem 
small, new designs are only 0.75 inches per side and 0.45 
inches thick and are packaged in a designer-friendly rect-
angular cuboid.

These types of improvements in commercial components, 
along with leading researchers in the field, are pushing to-
wards widespread commercial 6G technologies potentially 
by the end of this decade.

Unlocking new technologies
Of particular interest to Professor Ducournau is the 

development of remote, robotic surgery where a very low 
time-latency transmission system would be required. This 
is where the development of new components for systems 
with 6G speeds and high-reliability low latency communi-
cations are opening the door for the world’s best doctors 
to perform operations on people anywhere on the planet.

“If the energy consumption is low and the devices can be 
mass produced at low cost, the possibilities for new tech-
niques for medical procedures would be endless.”

The technical challenges to implementing 6G systems are 
enormous. There is a good chance that the push to higher 
frequencies will halt near this point due to the practical 
limits of physics, health and safety. 

“There is a strong argument to stay within the mmWave 
or lower THz frequencies because these wavelengths keep 
the radiated power densities within the bounds of what 
most people consider safe,” concludes Prof. Ducournau.

For more information contact Micro Harmonics: 
540.473.9983, sales@mhc1.com, or visit  
www.MicroHarmonics.com    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/icm
mailto:sales@mhc1.com
http://www.microharmonics.com/
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Chicago Based Tool Innovator Creates 
Advanced Lineman Tools on popular 
Milwaukee® and Makita® Battery 

Platforms

Huskie Tools, LLC, located just outside of Chi-
cago, Illinois has built their over 45-year rep-
utation for designing and manufacturing the 
highest quality and safest battery-powered, 
hydraulic utility linemen tools in the industry. 
Huskie Tools offers a new streamlined SLC 
battery powered lineup, the next evolution in 
precision cutting and crimping tools.

SLC BY HUSKIE TOOLS – AN EVOLUTION IN BAT-
TERY POWERED HYDRAULIC CUTTING & COM-
PRESSION TOOLS FOR UTILITY LINEMAN
“At Huskie Tools, it’s our mission to build and 
deliver the industry’s most innovative tools 
that exceed the demands of linemen. We 
know they work in tough conditions – over-
head through storms and underground in the 
dark. We took those difficulties into account 
when developing the new SLC line. Compact 
and ergonomic with an industry-only select-
able 360° LED light ring, the new compact SLC 
tools will weather the storms with maximum reliability, durability and safety,” stated Nicholas Skrobot, CEO, 
Huskie Tools. 

YOUR JOB IS TOUGH — YOUR TOOL CHOICE IS EASY
Huskie Tools focus for over 45 years has been developing and building the best-performing, most durable, 
dependable, and safest line of cutting and compression tools for linemen in the utility industry. “We have 
the experience, knowledge and resources to engineer the best and safest hydraulic tools in the industry. I’m 
proud to be part of such a talented product team launching the SLC line. This line has incredible new fea-
tures such as the 18V brushless motor to provide longer life, electronic switch for maximum reliability and 
durability and ease of use, and an industry first, our 360° LED light ring for working in dark areas and EVS 
jaws with improved performance and longer life. This is what linemen need, and this is reason we are the 
#1 choice of experienced linemen,” explained Dan Voss, Product Development Director and 30-year Huskie 
Tools veteran.

FIRST TO INTRODUCE BATTERY-POWERED TOOLS
Huskie Tools introduced the industry’s first line of battery-powered hydraulic cutting and compression tools 
in 1989, and today offer over 190 battery-powered tools on three leading battery platforms: Makita®, 

Huskie Tools Introduces the Next Evolution of Battery Powered 
Cutting & Compression Lineman Tools – the SLC Series
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Huskie Tools®, and Milwaukee®.  We also have a full line of manual tools, presses, dies, and pole pullers -- 
no one in the industry has a deeper, wider utility industry product solution offering than Huskie Tools.   We 
know what it’s like to use our tools in a driving rainstorm with thousands of families depending on you to re-
store their power. Or to have to twist and contort your body just to access an underground area that needs 
repair. That’s why we continue to offer battery-operated hydraulic tools, such as SLC, that are among the 
fastest, and most ergonomically designed and balanced on the market today,” stated Charlie Kelly, VP, Sales.

ABOUT HUSKIE TOOLS, LLC
Born in Chicago over 45 years ago, Huskie Tools is a full-service company and proven leader in providing utility 
industry linemen a complete range of product solutions including battery-powered cutting and compression tools, 
presses, pumps, dies, manual tools and the TiiGER pole puller for all distribution, substation, transmission, over-
head and underground utility projects.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: HUSKIETOOLS.COM
Dan Voss, Engineering, Product Development Director, dvoss@huskietools.com, 630-485-2253
Greg Holmes, Marketing Director, gholmes@huskietools.com, 630-267-7595

*NOTE: Huskie Tools is not affiliated with, authorized, or endorsed by Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation. Mil-
waukee listed batteries and chargers are being re-sold by Huskie Tools. Milwaukee® M18™ REDLITHIUM™ are 
registered trademarks of Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation. Huskie Tools is not affiliated with, authorized, or en-
dorsed by Makita® Corporation. Makita® listed batteries and chargers are being re-sold by Huskie Tools. Makita® 
and LXT® are registered trademarks of Makita® Corporation.

WWW.HUSKIETOOLS.COM    •

https://choosehuskiepower.huskietools.com/
mailto:dvoss@huskietools.com
mailto:gholmes@huskietools.com
https://choosehuskiepower.huskietools.com/
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Independent distribution channels offer quality and decades of experience,
 providing manufacturers of automotives the electronic chips they need to keep production running

Supply chain shortages have become a global issue in recent years, adding a stubborn wrinkle to the fabric that 
keeps the economy humming. One shortage that has plagued the automotive industry since 2018 is the short-
age of electronic chips. In automotives, chips control many of the features of a car, from heated seating to Wi-Fi 
hotspots, and without them, manufacturing cannot continue at the level consumers expect. 

Supply chain disruptions are nothing new; they have become something electronic parts distributors have come 
to expect. With low-cost components in chronic shortage and extended lead times for delivery, manufacturers are 
considering the use of independent distributors to get parts on-time at the lowest possible cost without assuming 
additional risk.

For many companies, sourcing parts from the independent channel requires a significant shift in mindset.  

“Some companies make the decision to place orders with independent distributors the very first day they are in 
operation because they understand our market and how we operate in it,” explains Mike Thomas, vice president 
and general manager at Classic Components, a premier independent stocking distributor of electronic compo-
nents based in Torrance, Calif. “But there is an equal number of companies that are hesitant because the chip-
makers and franchise distributors have invested millions over the years to de-incentivize their customers from 
going to the open channel. And I understand that,” 

Classic Components has been in business for over 40 years and remains one of the only premier independent 
distributors that is family-owned. The company’s maturity and resources allow it to deliver high quality products 
with shorter lead times than many of its competitors. In fact, the company can usually deliver parts in two to three 
weeks that the OEM or authorized distributors may not have access to for 52 weeks or longer. 

Keeping Automotive Manufacturing Running
At the beginning of the pandemic, automotive suppliers estimated a decline in consumer interest in purchasing a 
new vehicle and adjusted their projections accordingly. Chip manufacturers then followed suit, prioritizing other 
sectors such as consumer electronics as they anticipated a reduced automotive manufacturing capacity. However, 
demand for new vehicles exceeded expectations, leaving the industry with a demand it could not fill. 

The accelerated demand for chips in the automotive sector is going to remain steady for some time, according to 
Thomas, due to the current backlog. This means the long-term prognosis for those manufacturing chips for auto-
motives is positive. And while things are beginning to slowly return to normal, at present, the price of hard-to-get 
components like chips has skyrocketed. 

The shortage has led to major car manufacturers eliminating certain features in newly made vehicles because 
they are unable to obtain enough chips to ensure full functionality. This is where having an independent distribu-
tion plan comes into play.  

“If you are a manufacturer, you need to have as part of your supply chain strategy an independent distribution 
plan,” says Thomas. “How are we going to engage? We don’t want to give a broker business and take it away from 
the franchisor/authorized distributors. But right now, we are the guys that can be strategic and can get parts that 

Electronic Chip Shortage Solution: 
Look to the Independent Channel
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work when you need them at a com-
petitive price.”

Classic Components’ sourcing ex-
pertise includes knowing where to 
find alternate sources of component 
parts through surplus inventory, 
strategic relationships with other 
franchise/authorized distributors, 
and taking advantage of local and 
overseas markets.

Investigating Sources
One mistake that some companies 
make during the chip shortage is 
being duped by counterfeit products. 
It is an easy trap to fall into because 
the counterfeit items available today 
are impeccably made and almost im-
possible to distinguish from the real 
thing. Classic Components retains its 
competitive edge by taking a good, 
hard look into any company it wishes 
to purchase from to ensure both 
the company and its offerings are 
legitimate. 

Thomas describes the situation like 
this: your company needs a part, but 
none of the major, trusted sources 
have it in stock for at least 52 weeks. 
What do you do? Most turn to the 
internet and search for a distributor 
who might have the chips needed 
in stock. However, it is easy to set 
up a website and pretend to have 
stock that does not exist. There is 
also serious financial motivation with 
chip prices skyrocketing to produce 
counterfeits. 

“What happens when the online 
search produces a list of company 
names you have never heard of, how 
do you know which are legitimate 
and which are not?” asks Thomas. 
“We know all the players overseas. 
We have conducted rigorous audits 
and met many of the owners. We 
know which companies are legit and 
which should not be called. That is 
what we do.” 

http://clickmetertracking.com/critterguard
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3000K

3500K

4000K

5000K

While it might be tempting to purchase a chip from a 
company you have never heard of that says it has them 
in stock, Thomas advises caution. “If [a reputable inde-
pendent channel source] says, ‘Sorry, there just aren’t 
any of these chips available’ and you have an unknown 
entity telling you they have the parts, it would be wise 
to listen,” Thomas says. 

An independent distributor can also offer supply chain 
management along with a rigorous quality inspec-
tion process to ensure the authenticity and quality of 
each component received. Classic Components, for 
example, utilizes a quality management system (QMS) 
and holds certifications such as AS9120B, a require-
ment for distributors serving the aviation, space, and 
defense industry.

“When the parts arrive, we know how to make sure 
they are good quality,” says Thomas.

The process includes conducting a detailed risk pro-
file for the customer that takes into consideration the 
known reputation of the vendor, the part, and the end 
use of the item. In addition, the customer is surveyed 
as to the requirements for age of the components (date 

codes), traceability back to the factory, etc. In the case 
of Classic Components, the company has developed 
a scoring system to establish the risk involved in each 
transaction.

“The process of authentication is much more extensive 
for higher risk profile items to ensure the chips are 
legitimate and high quality,” says Thomas. “There are a 
lot of steps, and it is very expensive and time-consum-
ing but is critical when the product is a pacemaker, for 
example, and less so when it is a toy monkey banging 
symbols.”

Unfortunately, for the foreseeable future, the auto-
motive industry is expected to continue to experience 
significant supply chain disruptions. New technology 
for cars will also continue to increase the demand for 
chips, particularly in electric vehicles and internet-con-
nected cars.

“Just as it did in 2018, the current chip shortage really 
reinforces the legitimacy of the independent channel,” 
says Thomas. “We are literally helping to keep automo-
tive manufacturers’ production lines running in some 
cases.”

http://clickmetertracking.com/liteline
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Classic Components isn’t thinking simply in terms of 
the immediate future, either. Given the environment, 
some independent distributors have stopped stocking 
inventory and are demanding prepayment for com-
ponents with rigid “no cancellation and no return” 
policies.

“We are not just here to sell a box of parts and take 
the money and run. We still stock components and 
maintain flexibility in our [financial] terms. We are 
here for the long haul and so we want to maintain 
our relationship with our customers well beyond the 
current shortage,” says Thomas. 

“When things start to return to normal and compa-
nies need to make decisions to reduce their inde-
pendent distribution supply base, they are going to 
remember the ones who brought consistent quality 
and flexibility and helped them weather the storm,” 
he adds.

For more information, contact Classic Components 
Corp. 23605 Telo Avenue, Torrance, CA  90505; www.
classic-ic.com; 310.539.5500; info@class-ic.com.

www.classic-ic.com    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/voltec
http://clickmetertracking.com/tasco
http://www.classic-ic.com
http://www.classic-ic.com
mailto:info@class-ic.com
http://www.classic-ic.com
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Strongest Content Offering
20 hours (2.5 days) of practical tutorial 
that includes grounding as a topic!

Conveniently Consistent and Flexible
Virtual live online classes at a known date
and time every month!  Enroll 1 or 30.

Reduces Travel Time and Costs
Minimize workers’ time away from the office; 
eliminate the cost of travel and per-diems.

High Level of Instruction
Train with Tom Sandri, well-known in the 
electrical testing industry with over 30 years 
of experience. Tom was certified by a committee 
member and writer for the 70E certification.

or visit

ProtecEquip.com/QEW

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Scan the QR Code below with your phone’s

camera and click the link that appears

NFPA 70E Training
Get Your Workers Certified to the 2021 Standard!

Electrical Safety for the Qualified Worker training is aimed at qualified electrical workers to help them build capabilities, 
knowledge and safe work practices when working around energized electrical systems. Protec Equipment Resources now 
offers a live online instructor-led 2.5 day course that meets the NFPA 70E ® 2021 standard for electrical safety in the work-
place!

Administratively Approved 
Course Provider

http://clickmetertracking.com/protecequip



